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Coherent excitation of an atomic excited state occurs during the propagation of near-resonant light pulses and
is responsible for the induced polarization. Simultaneously, incoherent excitation occurs due to the relaxation
processes described by the absorption coeNcient. Here, the theory for the coherent and incoherent excitation
is initially presented in terms of the traditional vector model. While a complete understanding of the two-level
system is provided by the vector model, it is shown to be incomplete when the problem of directly monitoring
the coherent and incoherent excitation is considered. This is because this latter problem involves more than
two levels. For this more complicated multilevel problem, adiabatic states are introduced to gain further
understanding. The adiabatic states are the stationary states of the atom in the presence of the near-resonant
laser field; they help to explain the intimate connection between the coherent excitation and the two-photon
resonance. Experimental measurements of the coherent and incoherent excitation associated with near-resonant
pulse propagation in Rb vapor are presented. The double-resonance technique used a relatively strong pulsed
dye laser tuned near the 5Sl/, 5P, » transition (7948 A) of Rb to produce the coherent and incoherent
excitation, and a weak, tunable cw dye laser tuned in the region of the 5Pl/2 6D3/2 transition (6206 A) to
monitor this excitation, In agreement with theory, the experimental results demonstrate that coherent
excitation is responsible for two-photon absorption, while the incoherent excitation corresponds to one-photon
absorption to the 5P»2 state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coherent excitation (CE) of atomic transitions is
a general phenomenon occuring whenever electro-
magnetic radiation interacts with atoms. The term
CE designates that excitation of an atomic system
for which the induced polarization maintains a def-
inite phase relationship to the driving field. For
nonresonant situations CE is usually of relatively
minor physical significance; the propagation of
light can be adequately described by an appropriate
index of refraction and absorption coefficient.
However, as the frequency of the light approaches
the frequency of an atomic resonance, CE becomes
a dominant feature of the interaction between the
light and the atomic system. For example, in co-
herent optics, where the atoms are treated as two-
level systems with excited state (n) and ground
state (2), the processes of photon echoes, ' self-in-
duced transparency, ' optical nutation, ' free-induc-
tion decay, ' adiabatic following, ' and adiabatic
rapid passage' all involve CE of the atomic sys-
tem. For these processes large and reversible
transfers of energy occur between the electromag-
netic wave and the atomic excitation because of CE
and are described by the excited-state population
density X„*(t).' Even in the regime of linear dis-
persion theory, ' CE is very important for near-
resonant propagation. Here the group velocity can
be obtained from energy-transfer arguments in-
volving the energy density U, of the coherent ex-
citation and the energy density U, of the electro-
magnetic wave. Group velocities as slow as ~g
have been observed. " For such a case U, is much
larger than U, , and CE dominates the pulse propa-
gation.
Simultaneous with the coherent excitation, re-
laxation processes described by the ordinary ab-
sorption coefficient cause incoherent excitation of
state ~n). This excited-state population density
N„(/) behaves much differently from CE in that it
does not represent energy which can be exchanged
back and forth between the atomic system and the
propagating electromagnetic wave. Consequently,
incoherent excitation has little influence on pulse
propagation, other than attenuation. Usually, for
the nonresonant problem N„(t) is much larger than
/y„*(t) due to CE. However, for the near-resonant
situation discussed in this paper ¹(/) is more than
10 times larger than N„(f).
The goal of this paper is to gain a precise phys-
ical understanding of the coherent and incoherent
excitation and for the first time to test this under-
standing by direct experimental measurements of
X„*(f)and X„(f).
The traditional vector model of coherent optics' '
is used in Sec. II to study both coherent and inco-
herent excitation and to calculate the magnitudes
of ¹(t) and N„(t). The vector model, which pro-
vides a complete understanding of the two-level
system, is seen to be incomplete when one con-
siders the direct measurement of ¹(/) and N„(f)
by the absorption of weak probing light to a higher
excited state, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The vector
model cannot predict the appropriate frequency (ol
for the probing light to monitor either ¹(I) or
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FIG. 1. Energy-Level diagram for the double-reson-
ance experiment. A relatively strong dye-laser pulse
with frequency ~2 is appLied to the system and produces
both coherent and incoherent excitation of state~n). The
coherent excitation is monitored by the absorption of a
weak cw dye Laser with frequency co& tuned to the two-
photon resonance ~1+~2= ~12=~1—~2, while the inco-





The above shortcoming of the vector model, when
applied to the multilevel atom, "is overcome by
introducing the adiabatic states in Sec. III. The
physical idea involved is that the presence of the
strong E, laser pulse changes the atomic Hamil-
tonian; the adiabatic states are the stationary
states" "of this new Hamiltonian. The adiabatic-
states analysis confirms that the weak E, probing
beam causes transitions only between the adiabatic
states" "and clarifies the relationship between
CE and the two-photon resonance.
It is shown in Sec. IV and illustrated in Fig. 3
that the coherent excitation N„"(t),calculated by
the vector model, is monitored when the frequency
&, of the probing beam is tuned to the two-photon
resona. nce &c, +to, =A, —Q, =A». Thus N„*(t)be-
haves as an excitation of state In) but with state
In) ha.ving the shifted energy &c, +0, determined by
the driving frequency co, and the energy 0, of the
ground state I2). The incoherent excitation N„(t)
is shown to correspond to ordinary excitation of
state In) with energy Q„Consequently, N„(t)is
monitored when &, is tuned to the single-photon
resonance Q)y Dy„.
The theory is confirmed by a double-resonance
experiment in Rb vapor, described in Sec. V.
Here, a relatively strong pulsed dye-laser beam
with frequency (d, is tuned near the 5$&/2 5P&/,
transition (7948 A) in Rb and causes both coherent
and incoherent excitation, which are monitored by
a weak, tunable cw dye laser with frequency 4)y
tuned in the region of the 5P1/2 6.93/g transition
(6206 .4). In agreement with theory, only the co-
herent excitation N„*(t)is observed when the fre-
quency of the cw laser is tuned to the two-photon
resonance cu, + co2 Q]2 corresponding to the 5S]/2
—6D, /, transition. However, when the cw laser
is tuned to the single-photon resonance correspon-
ding to the 5Py/2 6Dg/2 transition, only the in-
coherent excitation N„(t) is observed, although
N„*(t)is more than 10 times larger than N„(t) Th. is
complete experimental separation of N„'(t) and
N„(t) occurs because the frequency offset of the
pulsed laser with respect to the 5$1/2-5pl/2 tran-
sition is large compared with the inhomogeneous
linewidth of this transition. The calculated mag-
nitudes of 1P„'(t)and N„(t)agree well with the mea-
sured values.
II. TRADITIONAL VECTOR-MODEL THEORY
For coherent optics' ' the vector model of Feyn-
man, Vernon, and Hellwarth" has been very im-
portant for understanding the interaction between
atomic systems and resonant or near-resonant
light. The model can be applied whenever the fre-
quency of the light is so close to a resonance tran-
sition that the atom can be treated as a two-level
system. This is the situation for the interaction
of the E, pulsed beam with the atomic system,
shown in Fig. 1. Thus it is possible to use the vec-
tor model to calculate both the coherent and inco-
herent excitation following the well-established
procedures of coherent optics.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the general vector-model
solution for which the pseudomoment p precesses
about the effective field ~&, .' '" The figure is
drawn in the coordinate frame rotating with angular
frequency +, about the propagation direction of the
light and in which the electric field ~, of the cir-
cularly polarized E, pulse appears stationary. The
magnitude of the pseudomoment p is IpI =p „,/~,
where p„,is the magnitude of the electric dipole
moment for the o transition between states In) and
I2); the gyroelectric ratio is indicated by ~, with
It = ~p„,jtf; the frequency offset a&c is given by
6& =0„,—&„where D„,= 0„—0,. This notation is
connected with earlier work as follows: N p is the
pseudo-electric-dipole- moment of Abella, Kurnit,
(b),
FIG. 2. (a) General. solution for the vector model
showing the precession of the pseudomoment p about the
effective field 8, . (b) Adiabatic foll.owing approximation.
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and Hartmann, ' where N is the atomic number den-
sity, and p is p„,~r, where r is the 3-vector of
Feynman, Vernon, and Hellwarth. "
The coherent excitation N„*(t)is immediately ob-
tained in terms of the angle 8' between the pseudo-




g', (t') dt' (7)
In Eq. (7) it has been assumed that T, is long com-
pared tothe pulse width. It will be useful to intro-
duce the maximum value N„ofN„(t), defined to be
N„*(t)= 2N(1 —cose'), ~2 e tf2 ~ + 2tft+tcrP Au' 4wh&u, (Sa)
for any motion of the pseudomoment.
In order to simplify the theoretical and experi-
mental situation, the experiments were conducted
so that the adiabatic following approximation was
valid. '" This approximation, illustrated in Fig.
2(b), has the pseudomoment aligned along the in-
stantaneous effective field. For this case and when
8'« I, Eq. (1) is well approximated by
with
(Bb)
where g, designates the maximum value of g, and
ht is approximately equal to the pulse width. It is
instructive to take the ratio
N„*(t)= ~'„,5,'/2k'A&a', (2) N„*/N„=r,/2at,
n, = 4m~, NP„',/c&,h(A&a)'
For the experiments discussed here the homogen-
eous relaxation time T, is due to spontaneous
emission from state ~n) and to resonant atomic






where 7., is the spontaneous radiation lifetime for
state ~n) and v., is the time between collisions.
Consequently, it is possible to divide the absorp-
tion coefficient into the two contributions
p=& +&cy
where n, describes that part of the absorption due
to spontaneous emission and n, describes that part
due to collisions. According to several au-
thors" " "the absorption of energy from the E,
pulse due to o., does not excite state ~n), but de-
scribes a. scattering of the E, beam only. How-
ever, the absorption of energy from the E, pulse
due to n, does excite state ~n). Since the total a.t-
tenuation of the pulsed beam was negligible, the
number density N„(t)of atoms incoherently excited
to the state ~n) during the pulse is given by
N„(t)= ~~(t), (6)
where g(t) is the total number of photons per cm'
that have propagated past the atomic volume. This
relationship is given in more detail by
which shows the important result that the coherent
excitation is proportional to the pulse intensity.
Simultaneous with CE, relaxation processes
cause incoherent excitation described by the ordin-
ary absorption coefficient e„which for off-reson-
ant light is given by the vector model as' "
where N„* =N„*(t)at the peak of the pulse. Clearly,
N„' can be larger than the total incoherent excita-
tion N„ if the pulse width is short compared to the
collision time; this is the situation for our experi-
rnent, where ¹ /N„=12. Consequently, CE is
not a small effect, and the peak coherent excitation
can be much larger than the total incoherent ex-
citation. Coherent excitation dominates the energy
transfer between the electromagnetic wave and the
atomic system, and, as shown in Ref. 13, is re-
sponsible for slow group velocities.
III. ADIABATIC-STATES THEORY
In order to interpret the meaning of the coherent
and incoherent excitation discussed in Sec. II, we
introduce the adiabatic states. The physical idea
is that the presence of the E, pulse changes the
atomic Hamiltonian and that the adiabatic states
are the stationary states" "of this new Hamilto-
nian. These states have been used previously to
discuss Stark effects in rapidly varying fields, "
and for spin resonance their importance has been
experimentally demonstrated. "'" In the optical
regime these states are used in the study of the
two-photon resonance, " " in the description of
resonance scattering and fluorescence, "and in the
explanation of parametric mixing processes. " An
alternative approach to this problem is to use a
full quantum-mechanical treatment where the ap-
plied field is described in terms of photons. " "
The resulting states of the "dressed" atom" "ap-
pear to be the same as the adiabatic states.
Because the intensity of the probing beam E, is
considered to be vanishingly small, the probing
beam monitors the changes in the atomic system
caused by the presence of the E, pulse. Thus the
K, beam allows for transient atomic spectroscopy
of the atom which is strongly perturbed by the E,
pulse. The resonances obtained for the E, beam
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A. Adiabatic states
The adiabatic states will now be calculated fol-
lowing the formalism developed in Ref. 19, where
theix' importance in describing the two-photon x es-
onance was demonstrated. The Hamiltonian des-
cribing the atom and its interaction with the ap-
plied light is of the form
where , is the atomic Hamiltonian in the absence
of the light, p is the electric-dipole-moment oper-
ator, and E is the total electric field of the light.




correspond to transitions between the atomic states
when the atom is in the strong E, pulse; these
transitions occur only between the adiabatic states.
In terms of the vector model describing the 0„,
transition, the adiabatic excited state ~n} corre-
sponds to the pseudomoment antiparallel to the ef-
fective field vectox', while the adiabatic ground
state ~2}' corresponds to the pseudomoment par-
allel to the effective field vector. Therefore the
adiabatic following approximation shown in Fig.
2(b) is equivalent to the atom remaining in the
adiabatic ground state.
B. Transitions between adiabatic states
While the pulsed field is present, the weak cw
laser probing beam can cause transitions only be-
tween the adiabatic states. "" Furthermore, be-
cause the field E, is applied adiabatically, accord-
ing to the adiabatic theorem of quantum mechanics, "
all of the atoms remain in the adiabatic ground
state (2}' (in the absence of relaxation processes).
Thus the wave function for the atomic system dur-
ing the pulse is given by
E, = g, (x cosu&, t+j sinw, t), (lib) ~2)
t 02t
E, = g, (xcos&u, t+y sinu&, t). (llc) AQ,'=hQ, + 4E„ (16)
The eigenstates of X, are designated by ~1}, ~2),
and ~n}, and are shown in Fig. 1. The correspond-
ing adiabatic states ~1) ', ~2}', and ~n}' are the
stationary states of 3C. These adiabatic states
evolve continuously from the original eigenstates
as the time-dependent perturbation p. E is applied.
Following Eqs. (24)-(26) of Ref. 19, the adiabatic
states are equal to
(12)
where U is the unitary operator that transforms
from the original basis of the eigenstates of 3C, to
the new basis of the adiabatic states. For the ex-
periment considered here the intensity of the cw
probing beam is considered to be vanishingly
small. Consequently, the unitary transformation
U is given by
and the optical Stark shift is given by nE, [see Eq.
(84b) of Ref. 19]. For completeness, primes on
all of the energies 0,', 0,', and 0,' will now be in-
troduced in the formalism to signify the Stark-
shifted values, even though for this experiment the
optical Stark shift is much less than the inhomo-
geneous linewidths of any of the considered transi-
tions and could be neglected without changing any
of the conclusions.
Following the procedure of Townes and Schaw-
low, "we can calculate the resonant frequency for
absorption of the E, probing beam due to coherent
excitation. The absorption is due to the transition
from the adiabatic ground state ~2} ' to the adiabatic
excited state ~1)', where the wave function for ~1}'
is equal to
( 1) -'Q(t
cos-,' 8' —(sin-,'8')e ' "
We take the matrix element of the interaction term
p h, between the adiabatic ground and excited
states, where
0 (sin-,' 8')e""2' cos-,'8'
)n}'= —(sin-,'8')e' "]2}+(cos-,'8')/n},




The top row in Eq. (13) displa. ys U», U,„,and U»,
respectively. Thus with U '= U~ the adiabatic
states are obtained from Eqs. (12) and (13) as (4'gp E,~4,') =(sin-,'8')(p„,g,j~)
I-e(Oq2 —~1 —m2) ge
Thus it is seen from Eq. (19) that the resonant
frequency for the transition between ~2}' and ~1) '
with respect to the probing beam is the usual two-
(19)
Using Eqs. (11b) and (14), Eq. (82a) of Ref. 19, and
remembering that p» =0, we recast Eq. (18) into
the form
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photon resonance condition ~, + u, = Oy2 Note that
the transition is allowed only by the mixture of
state ~n) in the a.diabatic ground state ~2)', and
that this coherent excitation of state ~n) appears
to have the shifted energy &, + 0,', independent of
0„.These considerations are the topic of Sec. IV.
The situation is quite different for the incoher-
ently absorbed light. There an absorption of an
sr, photon corresponds to the transition ~2)'- ~n)'.
Then, an co, photon can be subsequently absorbed
by the atom in the first adiabatic excited state ~n) '.
This argument can be made more precise by cal-
culating the matrix element of p E, between ~n) '
and the highest excited state
~
1) ',
{4„'[pE,(4, ) ='(n(p E,(1) e-'"(".
Again, we can recast Eq. (20) ln the form
{4„'~pE,~4,') = (cos-,'8'){p„,g,//2 )
X e-i( &fz —u&) t
(20)
Equation (21) shows a resonance when ~, = 0,'„.
This is in agreement with the above discussion and
shows that the probing beam monitors the excita-
tion of state ~n)'. An alternative treatment based
on the density-matrix approach is presented in
Ref. 40, where the same conclusion is reached.
For completeness, a closely related situation in
spin resonance will be briefly described. For the
case of double resonance for nuclear spins, Ander-
son" considers the situation of simultaneous ap-
plication of a strong radio-frequency field with
fxequency u, and a weak probing field with fre-
quency cu, . He shows that for the probing field
there are two resonances, ~, =(d, +yH, «, where
ya. ff = [(~„—~,)'+ {yH, )']'~', &u„designates the
resonance frequency, y designates the gyro-
magnetic ratio, and H, designates the magnet-
ic field of the strong field. This result corre-.
sponds to the spins precessing about the effective
field in the rotating frame with the precession fre-
quency yH, «. When transformed back to the lab-
oratory frame, the free precession contains the
two frequencies &,+yH, «. The angular frequency
u, of the weak radio-frequency field must be made
equal to one of these frequencies in order to pro-
duce resonance.
IV. COHERENT AND INCOHERENT EXCITATION
Thus CE is obtained as
N„*(t)= A'a„*a„=N sin'-,' g ', (23)
4'„*(t)P'„,
h[A,'- (~, + fl,') —~, ] (26)
To show the connection between CE and the two-
photon resonance, Eq. (26) can be rewritten in the
form
which is exactly the same as Eq. (1) calculated by
the vector model. However, as shown in Sec. III
and in agreement with experiment, CE does not
behave as an ordinary atomic population in state
~n). Some insight into this can be gained by re-
writing the two-photon resonance condition of Eq.
(19) as follows:
n'„—((u, + (u, ) = [0', —((u, + 0,') ] —&u, .
From Eq. (24) it can be seen that while the coher-
ent excitation appears to be a population in state
~n), the energy corresponding to the coherent ex-
citation is not 0„,but is e, + 0,. With this change
in energy the coherent excitation behaves as any
other excitation.
Thus we can see that the energy density U, of the
coherent excitation is equal to the number density
N„(t)multiplied by the adiabatic excited-state en-
ergy h((o, + 0,') and minus the adiabatic ground-state
energy AO,', i.e. ,
U, = Ace, N„*(t).
This conclusion is in agreement with the work of
Hahn and Diels, ' where energy balance for off-res-
onant pulse propagation was studied.
Now, using the conclusion that ¹(f) behaves as
an ordinary excitation with the shifted energy h(&u,
+ &,'), we can calculate the dielectric constant eg
and absorption coefficient n~ caused by ¹(f) and
measured by the cw probing beam. We will then
relate e& and a.~~ to the equivalent results for the
two-photon resonance, and they will be seen to be
identical. Thus the near-resonant dielectric con-
stant c~ for the E, probing beam is obtained from
the corresponding single-photon result'" by treat-
ing 1V„*(t)as an ordinary atomic population with the
transition frequency 0,' —(&u, + fl2),
We can now understand the meaning of the co-
herent excitation calculated by the vector model in
Sec. II. When the adiabatic following approxima-
tion is valid, CE describes the contribution of the
unperturbed excited state ~n) to the adiabatic
ground state ~2)'. This conclusion is contained in
Eq. (14c), which is of the form
)2) ' = a, ~2) + a„~n).
O' = 0,' (~, + 0,') —~, =0,', —(u&, + v,), (27b)
and where use was made of Eq. (2). Equation (27)
is in a convenient form to compare with the non-
linear polarization associated with the two-photon
resonance. From Eq. (B13b) of Ref. 19 we obtain
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q* = 1+2wy"'8',P
where the nonlinear coefficient y'" reduces to
COHERENT EXCITATION
(3) p2 p2 /g3(n~)26r (29)
Thus the dielectric constant &~ for the E, beam
due to CE is the same as that derived from the
nonlinear polarization due to the two-photon reso-
nance. The concept of coherent excitation provides
an alternative way of understanding the multi-
photon processes.
Equations (27) and (28) show the important re-
sult that it is possible to control the dielectric
constant of one light beam (E, beam) by a second
switching beam (E, pulse) and to base a modulator
on this principle. This concept was introduced by
Armstrong and Grischkowsky, where at that time
the connection with the two-photon resonance was
not realized. Recently, Liao and Bjorklund4' have
experimentally demonstrated this effect and ex-
plained the relationship to the two photon reso-
nance.
Also, the absorption coefficient n~ for the E,
beam is obtained from the single-photon result,
and when the frequency v, is within the Doppler-
broadened line, n~~ is equal to














FIG. 3. Schematic diagram showing the simultaneous
coherent excitation Ã„*(t)and incoherent excitation N„(t)
produced by the E& puI. se. The appropriate tuning fre-
quency ~& of the E& probing beam is shown for monitor-




x exp ln2 (30)
Using Eq. (2) fol' N„(t),we call 1'ecast Eq. (30)





x exp — ln2
The analysis for the incoherent excitation N„(t)
is similar. However, for N„(t)the energy of state
~n)' is equal to 0„'.Thus the energy density U„
of the incoherent excitation is given simply by
U„=hQ„' N„(t). (32)
For incoherent excitation we obtain for the near-
resonant dielectric constant &~ of the probing
bea, m
4'„(t)p'„, (3
Finally, the absorption coefficent n~ for the E,
beam, when +, is tuned within the Doppler width
of the 0,'„transition, is given by
where ~~D designates the Doppler width full width
at half-maximum of the single-photon transition.
As shown in Fig. 3, the simultaneous coherent
excitation and the incoherent excitation differ in
three important respects. First, the relative
magnitudes of the coherent and incoherent excita-
tion can be quite different, depending on the ex-
perimental conditions. For our example to follow,
the coherent excitation is more than 10 times the
incoherent excitation. Second, the excitation en-
ergy (d, + 0,' of coherent excitation is determined
by the driving frequency (d„while the excitation
energy 0„'of the incoherent excitation is given by
that of the excited state ~n)'. Third, the coherent
excitation is proportional to the pulse intensity,
while for relaxation times long compared to the
pulse width the incoherent excitation is propor-
tional to the integral of the pulse intensity. Con-
sequently, the cw probing beam can be tuned to
monitor either the coherent excitation or the in-
coherent excitation, as shown in Fig. 3. This sep-
aration is possible because the frequency offset
4e is relatively large compared to the inhomoge-
neous linewidth and because the E, pulse changes
adiabatically. When (d, = A~ this experimental dis-
tinction is no longer possible.
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V. EXPERIMENT
The double-resonance experiment employed a
relatively strong E, dye-laser pulse and a weak
E, cw dye-laser probing beam. The two beams
were circularly polarized and propagated through
a 100-cm Rb- vapor cell and along a tunable mag-
netic field. The driving frequency ~, was tuned
approximately 1 cm ' away (on the low-frequency
side) from the resonant frequency 0~ (7948 A) of
the 5Sy / 2 5Py / 2 transition of Rb. The probing
frequency ~, was tuned either to the single-photon
resonance Q,„(6206A) of the 5P«, —6D, &, transi-
tion or to the two-photon resonance ~, + ~, = Q» of
the 5Sg / 2 6D, /, transition. The rough frequency
tuning was done by tuning +, and ~„while the
fine tuning was done by tuning the transition fre-
quencies Q„,and Q „bythe magnetic field. During
the passage of the E, pulse through the cell, the
output cw beam was monitored as a function of
time.
The dye laser'" (DTTC in methanol) was lon-
gitudinally pumped by a Q-switched ruby laser and
produced a beam with a peak power of the order
of 500 W and a linewidth of approximately 0.005
cm '. The E, probing beam was from a Coherent
Radiation Model 490 cw dye laser, which with
internal etalons had a linewidth of less than 0.003
cm '. The Pyrex glass cell was filled by doubly
distilling an excess of Rb into the cell and then
sealing under vacuum. The atomic number den-
sity N of Rb is obtained from the cell temperature
and the vapor-pressure curve of Rb.
An important experimental requirement for the
measurement of N„(t) is that the cw beam not
saturate the Q,
„
transition during the excitation
pulse. A rough statement of this condition is
that the angle given by the Rabi precession fre-
quency multiplied by the pulse width should be
sma, ll compared to unity, i.e. , v 2 p„,S,nf/8«1.
For Fig. 4, this angle was 0.07 rad, and the con-
dition was well satisfied.
The experimental measurement of the inco-
herent excitation A„(f)is shown in Fig. 4, where
(d j Qy The input E,, pu 1se had a p eak inten s ity
of 200 W/cm', a pulse width of 4 nsec, and was
unchanged by passage through the cell. The tran-'
sient absorption of the weak (15 mW/cm') cw E,
probing beam is displayed in Fig. 4(c), where the
top trace is the zero-intensity baseline and the
lower trace is the negative signal due to the cw
beam. Here we see that the absorption follows
the integral of the pulse intensity. The absorption
still persists after the passage of the pulse, be-
cause of the severe radiative trapping which
lengthens the lifetime of the excitation to several










FIG. 4. Experimental measurement of the incoherent
excitation +„(t). (a) Input E& pulse to the Rb cell with
the peak intensity of 200 W/cm2 and the frequency off-
set A~ = 0.8 cm ~. The pulse was measured with an ITT
bipl. anar photodiode and Tektronix 519 oscilloscope.
Sweep speed is 10 nsec per large division. (b) Corres-
ponding output pulse measured with an ITT biplanar
photodiode and a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope. Sweep
speed is 5 nsec per large division. (c) Transient ab-
sorption of the weak E~ probing beam tuned to the single-
photon resonance ~&=0&„.Top trace is the zero-inten-
sity baseline. Bottom trace is the cw signal, which
shows transient absorption due only to N„(t). The sig-
nal was measured with a Spectra-Physics 403 photo-
diode and a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope. Sweep speed
is 5 nsec per large division.
Fig. 4 and as indicated in Fig. 3 the peak coherent
excitation X„* is very much larger than the peak
incoherent excitation N„.The ratio N„*/N„=12
is obtained from Eq. (9) together with the collision
time r, = 100 nsec (see the Appendix) and the pulse
width af =4 nsec from Fig. 4. However, only N„(t)
is observed. This striking separation of these
two effects is due to the frequency offset A~ = 0.8
cm ', which is much larger than the inhomogeneous
linewidth of the Q» transition. For the on-reso-
nance case (ha= 0) both the coherent and the in-
coherent excitation would be monitored simultane-
ously, and the results would be much more dif-
ficult to interpret. Figure 4 also shows, except for
the absorption due to n„how well the Rb atoms
remain in the adiabatic ground state
I
2)' through-
out the pulse. If this were not the case, a marked
difference in the transient absorption would be
expected due to the large magnitude of N„*(f).
Equivalently, this result shows the validity of the
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adiabatic following approximation to describe off-
resonant coherent effects.
It is possible to compare the observed peak ab-
sorption with theory by using the on-resonance
form of Eq. (34), with N„(f)replaced by N„„given
by Eq. (8a). ThuS the peak absorption coefficient
on line center is given by
16w'P2, (1n2/w)'~' 4v(u, Np2~ c $22
X~ jg +M g cT~SA(d 47TS4)2
(35)
(b)
The cell temperature was 140'C corresponding to
the effective4' Rb atomic number density N = 3 &
x 10" cm ', the frequency offset of the E, pulse
wa, s Au)/2xc = 0.8 cm ', the pulse width was 4t = 4
nsec; the effective Doppler width including the
hyperfine splitting of the 5P, &, state was &~v/
2nc=0. 04 cm ', as shown in the Appendix, the
measured collision time was 7;= 100 nsec; the
matrix element of the electric dipole moment for
circularly polarized light between the 5S,&, and
5P, &, states is p„,= 6.16 x 10 "esu; and the ma-
trix element for circularly polarized light be-
tween the 5P, &, and the 6D, &, states is p„y 1 55
)& ]0
Evaluating Eq. (35) with the above parameters
we obtain n~ = 0.17 && 10 ' cm ', compared with
the experimental value n~ = 0.2 && 10 ' cm '. This
very good agreement is probably somewhat for-
tuitous, considering the large number of param-
eters in Eq. (35). However, the agreement does
provide an important substantiation of our picture
of the absorption process and tentatively confirms
that N„(t) is due only to collision processes. If
N„(t)were due to both collisions and spontaneous
emission, r, in Eq. (35) would be replaced by T,
= 36 nsec (see the Appendix) and the calculated
absorption coefficient would be n~ = 0.5 && 10 '
cm '. It is interesting to note that the time de-
pendence of N„(t) is faster than any relaxation
time associated with the system, and yet Eq. (35),
which is a steady-state result, agrees with ex-
periment. This situation has been considered by
Crisp, "and our results agree with his conclu-
sions.
The experimental measurement of the coherent
excitation N„*(t)(two-photon absorption) is shown
in Fig. 5, where ~y+(d2 Qy2 The input E, pulse
had a peak intensity of 500 W/cm' and was un-
changed by passage through the cell. The transient
absorption of the weak cw probing beam is dis-
played in Fig. 5(b), where the top trace is the
zero-intensity baseline and the lower trace is the
negative signal due to the cw beam. Here, we see
that as expected from the discussion of coherent
excitation the absorption follows the intensity of
FIG. 5. Experimental measurement of the coherent
excitation N„*(t). (a) Input pulse to the Rb cell with the
peak intensity of 500 W/cm2 and the frequency offset D~
= 0.6 cm ~. The pulse was measured with an ITT bi-
planar photodiode and a Tektronix 519 oscilloscope.
Sweep speed is 10 nsec per large division. @) Tran-
sient absorption of the weak E& probing beam tuned to
the two-photon resonance u&+w2= 0&2. Top trace is the
zero-intensity baseline. Bottoxn trace is the cw signal
which shows transient absorption due only to &„(&).
The signal was measured with a Spectra-Physics 403
photodiode and a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope. Sweep
speed is 5 nsec per large division.
the input pulse, and after passage of the pulse the
absorption vanishes. The large magnitude of the
observed two-photon absorption is at first sight
surprising, since most two-photon resonance
studies" "have monitored fluorescence from the
excited state because the absorption was so small.
Compared to this earlier work, the large two-
photon absorption absorption obtained here is due
to the following: (1) relatively strong E, pulse,
(2) resonant enhancement (small Au), (3) fully
allowed transitions, and (4) long path lengths.
While the fluorescence technique is very sensitive,
its time response is limited by the lifetime of the
excited state. In contrast, the time response of
of our direct measurement is limited only by the
detector rise times, and we have better than 1
nsec resolution.
It is important to note that the nanosecond
structure of the pulse is short compared to any
relaxation time of the system. Consequently, the
observed absorption cannot be described by steady-
state theory, and transient effects must be con-
sidered. Crisp" discusses this case for the
single-photon problem, and he shows that the or-
dinary steady-state absorption coefficient can be
used. His procedure can be directly extended to
the two-photon resonance using the two-photon
vector model, "and the same conclusion is ob-
tained, namely, that the ordinary steady-state
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two-photon absorption coefficient can be used.
It is possible to compare the peak observed
absorption with theory by using the on-resonance




For Eq. (36), the frequency offset of the E, pulse
wa, s d.u/2' =0.6 cm '; the cell temperature was
125'C corresponding to the effective" atomic
number density ¹1.3 x 10"cm ', the effective
Doppler width including the hyperfine splitting
of the 5S,&, ground state was 4~v/2vc = 0.2 cm '.
Evaluating Eq. (36) with the above parameters
we obtain a& —0.8 x 10 ' cm ', compared with the
experimental value n~~ = 0.3 x 10 ' cm '. The
agreement is somewhat disappointing compared to
the measurement of N„(t), but is not unreasonable
considering the large number of parameters in-
volved. There were exper imental difficulties in-
volving beam overlap and the different group vel-
ocities for the E, pulse and the E, probing beam
which served to reduce the observed absorption.
Also, it was relatively difficult to tune the two
frequencies to exact line center. The large mag-
nitude of the observed two-photon absorption
demonstrates that under more precise conditions
this experimental technique would allow one to ac-
curately measure the matrix element P„„which
is relatively difficult to obtain by other methods.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Coherent excitation occurs whenever light in-
teracts with atoms to produce a polarization. The
situation studied in this paper, where the fre-
quency ~, of a relatively strong E, pulse is near-
resonant to an atomic transition with excited state
~n), and transition frequency Q„„is now under-
stood. The energy U, in the atomic system due to
CE is equal to U, =bur, N„*(t),where N„*(t)is the
atomic number density in state ~n). This impor-
tant relationship shows that the frequency as-
sociated with U, is not the transition frequency
0„,but is the driving frequency ~,. The number
density N„*(t)can be calculated by application of
the vector model of coherent optics, and it is
shown for the low-intensity regime of linear dis-
persion theory that N„*(f)is proportional to the
intensity of the driving pulse.
Incoherent excitation of state ~n) occurs sim-
ultaneously and is caused by the same relaxation
process responsible for the absorption coefficient.
The atomic energy density U„due to the incoherent
excitation is equal to U„=@QUAN„(t),where N„(t)is
the number density of atoms incoherently excited
to state ~n). It is very important to note that the
frequency associated with this exciation is the
transition frequency Q„,. Similarly, N„(f)can be
can be obtained from the vector model, and for
the situation where the pulse width of the X,
driving pulse is short compared to all relaxation
times of the atomic system, N„(t)is proportional
to the time integral of the pulse intensity.
The above conclusions regarding N„*(t) and
N„(t) are confirmed by our double-resonance ex-
periment. A very weak E, probing beam with fre-
quency &u, monitors either N„*(t)or N„(t)by its
absorption caused by transitions to the higher ex-
cited state
~
1), as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 3.
For the experimental parameters, N„*(t)is more
than 10 times N„(t), and yet either N„(t)or N„(t)
can be monitored separately. As shown in Fig. 4,
N„(t) is observed when m, = Q,
„
in the complete ab-
sence of interference from N„*(f). This fre-
quency condition for ~, is due to the frequency
0„,associated with the incoherent excitation en-
ergy density U„=l'Q„,N„(f). Moreover, as ex-
pected, the measured N„(f) is proportional to the
integral of the pulse intenstiy. Furthermore, as
shown in Fig. 5, when (d, is tuned to the two-
photon resonance m, + ~, = Q», only N„*(t)is ob-
served. This frequency condition for co, is due
to the frequency co, associated with the coherent
excitation energy density U, = RQ, N„*(f). Thus for
coherent excitation N„*(f)behaves as an atomic
number density in the excited state ~n) but with
the state ~n) having the energy h(&@2+ Q,). As ex-
pected, the measured N„*(f)is proportional to the
driving pulse intensity. Finally, the measured
values of N„(t)and N„*(f)agree well with theory
All of the above observations and conclusions
are contained in the formalism of the adiabatic
states. The physical idea is that the presence of
the E, pulse changes the atomic Hamiltonian and
that the adiabatic states are stationary states of
this new Hamiltonian. The experimental results
dramatically confirm the point of view that the
weak E, probing beam can cause transitions only be-
tween the adiabatic states. This important con-
clusion establishes the validity of a recent ap-
proach" taken to study coherent effects associated
with the two-photon resonance. There, the problem
of the interaction between the light and the atomic
system is recast in terms of the adiabatic states
into an effective two-level system and a two-
photon vector model is introduced.
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APPENDIX: MEASUREMENT OF Tq
Figure 6 shows the result of passing a linearly
polarized weak E, pulse through the Rb cell when
the magnetic field is relatively strong. " Here,
the linearly polarized input pulse behaves as two
equal-amplitude circularly polarized pulses with
opposing senses of rotation, designed as the v
and the o' pulses „respectively. The magnitude
of the magnetic field was such that the frequency
offset 4v = Q~ —co, for the 0 components of the
Zeeman- split line was much less than the frequency
offset &(d+ Qy2 K2 for the 0' components Con-
sequently, the group velocity v for the o pulse
was much less than v' for the 0' pulse. For Fig.
6, the difference in the group velocities was so
large that the pulses were completely separated
after passage through the cell. It is shown below
that Fig. 6(b) provides all of the information re-
quired to obtain T„the transverse relaxation
time of the Q~ transition. One does not need to
know dipole moments, number densities, hyper-
fine splittings, or the magnetic field.
The above conclusion regarding the measure-
ments of T, will now be demonstrated. The group




T,ch ~ (n(o,.)' '
4Fcog~ ~ N&
T,eh ~ (&~;)' (A2b)
Now, we can calculate the difference 4t~ in the
passage times through the cell of length/ for the




Also, the ratio of the intensities I'2 and 1~ of the
output 0' and cr pulses is given by
1 1 27t(dp~ ~ N;
v, c et ~ (&(o,.)' '
1 1 2g(dp 2
v', c ch ~ (&Cd;)' '
where the summation indices i and j refer to the
ith and jth hyperfine components of the cr and o'
transitions, respectively. Similarly, the absorp-
tion coefficients n, and rio are equal to
e 1(no- ao)
It is convenient to take the natural logarithm,
In(f %,) = f (o.,—o.',),




l4 J„,(+ N, T& ) .~A&~
%e can obtain T2 by taking the simple ratio
FIG. 6. {a}Input linearly polarized E2 pulse to the
100-cm Bb cell with the peak intensity of 6 W/cmt. The
pulse was Ineasured with an ITT biplanar photodiode and
a Tektronix 519 oscilloscope. Sweep speed is 10 nsec
per large division. (b) Hesulting two circularly polar-
ized 0+ and 0' output pulses from the cell. The pul. ses
were monitored with an ITT biplanar photodiode and a
Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope. The sweep speed is 5
nsec per large division, giving the measured pulse sep-
aration of 9.5 nsec, corresponding to the group velo-
cities of v~ = ~ and v~ =cf1.2 for the 0 and o+ pulses,
respectively. The Hb eel. l temperature w'as 140 'C and
the cell was in a magnetic field of 9 kG. The frequency
&2 of the laser light was 0.4 cm below the center fre-
quency of the 0 hyperfine components of the Zeeman-
split 0„&resonance line and 1.5 cm below the center
of the o+ components.
1/r, = w x 0.8 x 10 N, (A9)
where N is the tote/ number density and for our
temperature of 140 C, N= 6&10".- From Eq.
(A9) we obtain r, = 66 nsec.
Thus T, can be obtained directly from measure-
ments of Fig. 6(b), and there is no need for the
precise number density and frequency offsets which
are frequent sources of error.
From Fig. 6(b) we obtain ht~= 9.5 nsec and I;/I,
=1.70. Then from Eq. (A8), T, is calculated to be
36 nsec. Also, from Eq. (4), with the spontaneous
lifetime given by 7;=28 nsec, we obtain the col-
lision time as v;=100 nsec.
The above figure for v, can be compared to the
predicted value for the 58,&,—5P«, transition of
Rb from Ref. 30, determined from the number den-
sity as
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